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I

n California, almost 40% of European American adults hold a BA degree, as do 23% of African Americans and 48% of Asians. However, only 11% of adult Latinas/os hold a BA degree or higher. Given that the majority of the school age population in the state
is now Latina/o, this undereducation is not just an urgent problem, but foreshadows economic disaster for California. Although
Latinas complete college at almost twice the rate as their male counterparts, they trail all other women by significant percentages.
The fact that two-thirds of Latinas come from low- income families and that many people continue to hold negative stereotypes
about Latinas result in unique challenges for these young women: they are often expected to prioritize family responsibilities above
school, they often feel that they “don’t belong” in school, a feeling that can be reinforced by discrimination and low expectations,
and they see few models of Latinas who have excelled educationally that they can emulate. Too many lack any understanding of
how or even why to pursue a college education.
The study found a number of important “levers” for improving educational outcomes:







t)BWJOHNPSF-BUJOBPUFBDIFSTMFBETUPTJHOJmDBOUMZIJHIFSSBUFTPGDPMMFHFHPJOHGPS-BUJOBT
t.BJOUBJOJOHCJMJOHVBMTLJMMTJTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIBIJHIFSSBUFPGDPMMFHFHPJOH
t'FFMJOHDPOmEFOUBCPVUNBUIBOEEPJOHXFMMJOJUMFBETUPIJHIFSSBUFTPGIJHITDIPPMDPNQMFUJPOBOEDPMMFHFHPJOH
t#FJOHJOWPMWFEJOFYUSBDVSSJDVMBSBDUJWJUJFTJOTDIPPMJTBTTPDJBUFEXJUITVDDFTTGVMIJHITDIPPMHSBEVBUJPOBOEDPMMFHF
going, and in turn appears to be related to developing a sense of belonging in school
t)BWJOHBTUSPOHQFSTPOBMCFMJFGBCPVUDPNQMFUJOHIJHITDIPPMBOEHPJOHUPDPMMFHFQSFEJDUTBDUVBMMZEPJOHTP
t1FFSTXJUILOPXMFEHFBOEBTQJSBUJPOTUPHPUPDPMMFHFJTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIDPMMFHFHPJOH

Each of these findings suggests many potential actionable policies, for example:



1. Recruit and support the development of more Latina/o teachers and counselors
2. Support the development of bilingualism and biliteracy
3. Emphasize math development and support for Latinas through math and science clubs and fun projects on
every campus that engage young women in the excitement of the field
4. Attach every Latina student to an extracurricular activity that can bind her to school, e.g., music, art, sports,
service clubs, student government
5. Help parents support their daughters’ belief that they will complete high school and go onto college through
programs that target Latinas and their families
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